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1/σ Expansion for Quantum Percolation

Abstract
A method for obtaining a 1/σ expansion for certain statistical models is presented, where σ+1 is the
coordination number of the lattice. The method depends on being able to generate exact recursion relations
for the Cayley tree. By perturbing the recursion relation to take account of the dominant loops in a hypercubic
lattice for large σ, we obtain corrections of order σ−2 to the recursion relations. For the tight-binding model on
random bond clusters (the quantum-percolation problem) we obtain corrections to this order for the critical
concentration p* at which the transition between localized and extended zero-energy eigenfunctions takes
place. It is believed that this concentration coincides with the transition when all energies are considered. In
addition, we display the relation for the Cayley tree between quantum-percolation and lattice animals (or
dilute branched polymers). We show that this relation manifests itself in the appearance of singularities in the
quantum-percolation problem at negative concentration which correspond to the physical transition at
positive fugacity in the statistics of lattice animals. Corrections of order σ−2 to the location of this unphysical
singularity in the quantum-percolation problem are also obtained.
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1/0 expansion for quantum percolation
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A method for obtaining a 1/a expansion for certain statistical models is presented, where 0.+1 is
the coordination number of the lattice. The method depends on being able to generate exact recur-
sion relations for the Cayley tree. By perturbing the recursion relation to take account of the dom-

inant loops in a hypercubic lattice for large o, we obtain corrections of order 0 to the recursion
relations. For the tight-binding model on random bond clusters (the quantum-percolation problem)

we obtain corrections to this order for the critical concentration p* at which the transition between

localized and extended zero-energy eigenfunctions takes place. It is believed that this concentration
coincides with the transition when all energies are considered. In addition, we display the relation
for the Cayley tree between quantum-percolation and lattice animals (or dilute branched polymers).
We show that this relation manifests itself in the appearance of singularities in the quantum-

percolation problem at negative concentration which correspond to the physical transition at posi-
tive fugacity in the statistics of lattice animals. Corrections of order 0 ' to the location of this un-

physical singularity in the quantum-percolation problem are also obtained.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we develop a method for obtaining expan-
sions for the properties of statistical models on d
dimensional lattices in powers of 1/cr, where cT+1 is the
coordination number of the lattice. This type of expan-
sion has been used in a wide variety of contexts in the past
several years. ' ' One reason we undertake this program
is to enable improved series-expansion estimates to be
made for the critical exponents of such models. Usually
the uncertainty in determining critical exponents by
series-expansion techniques is due in large part to the un-

certainty in the critical value of the coupling constant
(e.g., the temperature). Any independent information
which helps fix the critical value of the coupling constant
is therefore of interest. Previously, ' we have given a
method for evaluating this critical value as a power series
in I/o for a wide class of statistical-mechanical models to
which the original method could not conveniently be ap-
plied. In the present paper we wish to carry out such a
calculation for the quantum-percolation model, which de-
scribes quantum hopping on percolation clusters. Since
this model has not yet been formulated in terms of parti-
tion function or any convenient field-theoretic expression,
the methods of Refs. 3 and 10 are not immediately applic-
able, and furthermore direct construction of the 1/o ex-
pansion seems to be impractical. Accordingly, we present
here a new approach to the calculation of this expansion,
one which can be used if an exact recursive solution for
the Cayley tree (see Fig. 1) is available.

To locate the critical value of the coupling constant at a
continuous transition as a series in 1/tr we need to con-
struct a series in 1/0. for a susceptibility P whose diver-
gence characterizes the critical point. A convenient pro-
cedure is to expand the susceptibility for the hypercubic
lattice XHc(cr) about the corresponding value Xcr(o.) for a

Cayley tree having the same coordination number, cr+ l.
Thus we write

XHC(o ) =XcT(o )+ g o "X'"' .
5=2

Here we noted the fact that the leading term in XHc —XcT
may be attributed to the most important diagrams by
which the d-dimensional hypercubic lattice differs from
the Cayley tree, namely diagrams with a single square
loop to each vertex of which arbitrarily complicated trees
are attached. The weight of these diagrams relative to
those with no loops is of order tr 2, so that X'"'=0 for
n & 2. In principle, the calculation of X'"' for n )2 can be
effected by explicit consideration of diagrams with succes-
sively more, larger, or more strongly interconnected loops.
In the case of quantum percolation, which we consider
here, such a direct enumeration does not seem feasible.
Instead we propose a method in which loops in the hyper-

FIG. 1. Section of a Cayley tree of coordination number
z =a+1=3.
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cubic lattice are included by perturbing the recursion rela-
tions, which determine the susceptibility for the Cayley
tree. To test and illustrate the method we first display it
for the percolation problem, where the expansion for the
critical percolation concentration p, has been previously
worked out to high order. We then apply the method to
a suitably defined localization susceptibility of the
quantum-percolation problem. We determine the leading
correction of order (1/0 ) for the critical concentration p*
where X(p) diverges. Even this low-order result is helpful
for current series investigations of the quantum-
percolation problem which are aimed at determining the
marginal dimension d, at which mean-field theory breaks
down (d, is probably not less than 6, so that 0 —10 }.
Calculations to higher order in 1/a could be undertaken
but they rapidly become complicated.

An important feature of the method used here is that
the determination ofp' depends on locating the singulari-

ty in X rather than analyzing the large-0 behavior of the
ratio of successive terms in the expansion of X in powers
of p. In fact, for quantum percolation the use of such a
ratio method to locate p" would fail completely since the
singularity in X(p) closest to the origin in the complex p
plane occurs for an unphysical negative value of the con-
centration, p. This singularity in X(p) is weaker than the
physical one at positive p and its existence may be further
evidence of a close connection" ' between the critical
properties of the mobility edge in the localization problem
and the critical properties of lattice animals, ' since the
mean-field (i.e., Cayley-tree} equations for quantum per-
colation at concentration p are identical to those for lattice
aniinals at fugacity E =—p (see Appendix A).

Briefly this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we

present the method and apply it to the percolation prob-
lem. This application serves both as a test and an illustra-
tion of the method. In Sec. III we describe quantum per-
colation by a hopping model in which hopping over occu-
pied nearest-neighbor bonds is confined to percolation
clusters which occur when the concentration of randomly
occupied bonds is p. We introduce a localization suscepti-
bility X which diverges when any of the zero-energy eigen-
functions become extended. This susceptibility is related
to a participation ratio (i.e., the fourth power of the
modulus of the wave function) and has not been formulat-
ed in terms of a partition function or an action, so that the
method of Sec. II must be used. In Sec. IV we give soine
of the calculations from which the critical concentration
p', for the onset of extended states, and the unphysical
negative concentration @&0, where the susceptibility is
also singular, can be obtained to order (1/o) . Our con-
clusions are summarized in Sec. V.

II. HYPERCUBIC LATTICE
AS A PERTURBATION
OF THE CAYLEY TREE

We now discuss the expansion in powers of concentra-
tion p for some bulk thermodynamic property G (p} which
is usually a susceptibility of some type of a randomly di-
lute system of bonds. For definiteness we assume G(p) to
be of the form

G(p) = +[X(x,x')]~ —=&g(p), (2.1)

g(p)=gp ' w(r)G, (r),
I

(2.3)

where w (I') is the number of ways per site that the cluster
I' can occur on the lattice, and G, (I") is the cumulant
value of G for the cluster I defined recursively via

(2.4)

where the sum is over all connected proper subclusters y
contained within I . The weak embedding constant w(I')
can be expressed as a polynomial of degree ni, (I ) in d.
The two highest-order terms in this polynomial are the
same for the d-dimensional hypercubic lattice and the
Cayley tree with the same coordination number. Because
of this, the Cayley tree gives the high-diinensionality limit
for the hypercubic lattice in the sense of Eq. (1.1). The

nb(I ) —2
terms in w(I ) of order d are different for the Cay-
ley tree and for the hypercubic lattice because of the oc-
currence of squares, i.e., loops leads of four bonds, which
can occur on the cubic lattices but not on the tree and
these corrections determine X' ' in Eq. (1.1). The oc-
currence of larger single loops or of multiple loops leads
to effects of still lower order in d and enter the calculation
of X'"' for n & 2.

In principle, then, these correction terms could be deter-
mined by solving exactly and summing over all diagrams
consisting of a square to whose vertices are appended arbi-
trary trees (see Fig. 2). An alternative approach is more
fruitful. We consider the exact solution for the Cayley
tree as obtained by a recursion relation in which the Cay-
ley tree is built up by sequentially adding shells of neigh-
bors around a central origin. We then include diagrams
like those in Fig. 2 by perturbing these recursion relations.
To see that we can indeed describe diagrams with a single
loop by a recursion relation, we imagine building the clus-
ter in Fig. 2 outward from the origin, labeled "O." The
perturbation is described by modifying the recursion rela-
tion for site "b," which for arbitrary diagrams of this

where X(x,x') is a correlation function associated with
sites x and x' which is nonzero if and only if sites x and
x' are in the same cluster and [ ]z denotes an average over
configurations of randomly occupied bonds at fixed con-
centration p. Also E is the total number of lattice sites, so
that g(p) is the susceptibility per site. To construct the
concentration expansion it is, of course, assumed that for
any connected set of bonds, I', we can calculate the associ-
ated value of G, denoted G(I ). In principle, we can ex-
press G(p), as a sum over the values of G for all clusters
of bonds, weighting each term by the probability of oc-
currence P(r) of the cluster I, which is given by

P(r)=p ' (1—p) ' (2.2)

where ni, (I ) is the number of occupied bonds in the clus-
ter I', and nz(r) is the number of perimeter bonds which
must be vacant in order to define the boundary of the
cluster I. Thus the power-series expansion of g(p) as-
sumes the form



FIG. 2. Example of a square (a,b, c,d) with trees appended to
each vertex. Origin is marked 0, and b is the site at which the
recursion relation for the Cayley tree must be modified to gen-
erate the square loop.

FIG. 3. Schematic representation of the recursion relation of
Eq. (2.8).

type, of course, could be any site on the tree.
To illustrate our approach we will start by applying it

to the percolation problem where the details are very sim-
ple and the result well known. Let I o be a diagram con-
taining the origin and consider the generating function'

+(p, q) =g~(1'0)q ' (2.5)
I o

where n, (10) is the number of sites in the cluster I 0.
From I we can obtain the percolation susceptibility per
site X(p) as

(2.6)

so that the percolation susceptibility is identified as the
mean cluster size. To obtain F(p,q) exactly we write"

+(J,q) =q l 1 p+qI»V»q—) l
+' (2.7)

where X(p,q) is a vertex function which includes the con-
tribution to E(p, q) from one vertex of the tree and all that
is appended to it. The factor q is used to count sites in the
cluster and the factors p and 1 —p are the factors in P(I 0)
associated with an occupied bond and an unoccupied
bond, respectively. The recursion relation for X is

ae(x, q) gaq
ae(x, q) sax (2.10)

Thus the critical point is determined by simultaneously
solving Eq. (2.8b) and

84(X,q)
8X

In agreement with the known results' we thereby obtain
the critical percolation concentration p, as p, =o
When we allow for the addition of a single square to the
structure of the Cayley tree, Eq. (2.7) will be revised.
However, the singularity in X(p) can still be located by
solving simultaneously Eqs. (2.8b) and (2.11), provided we
include the perturbative contribution to 4(X} due to a
square.

We now construct the perturbation to 4 by considering
the effects of the difference between the Cayley tree and
the hypercubic lattice. There are three types of correction
terms. In the first type, illustrated in Fig. 4, the probabili-
ty factor of the diagram is incorrectly given by the Cayley
tree. The second type of correction is due to square loops,
which of course do not occur on the Cayley tree (see Fig.
5). Finally, in the third type, illustrated in Fig. 6, we in-
clude the contribution to 4 due to diagrams which can

XV»q) =(I—Z+e XV»q) )

which we may express as

4(X)=0 .

(2.8a)

(2.8b)

b

!
l

I

!

If 40(X) denotes the value of 4(X) for the Cayley tree,
then Eq. (2.8a) indicates that

@0(»=f1 —p+$ X(p q)l —X(p q) =o . (2.8c)

Schematically, Eq. (2.8a) may be represented as shown in
Fig. 3. The definition of Eq. (2.5) shows that F(p, q =1)
is a normalization sum, and with Eq. (2.7) or from Eq.
(2.8), one can show that

X(p, 1)=1 .
From Eq. (2.6) we see that the singularity in X(p) is due to
the singularity in BX/Bq, which we evaluate by

FIG. 4. Diagrams appended to the root vertex r which are in-
correctly treated on the hypercubic lattice by the recursion rela-
tions for the Cayley tree. Dashed line represents an unoccupied
bond which is a common neighbor to two sites in the diagram.
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FIG. 5. Diagram, the square loop, which can not occur on
the Cayley tree, but which yields the dominant correction for the
hypercubic lattice.

occur on the Cayley tree, but whose connectivity would be
different on a real hypercubic lattice. We construct
corrections to the recursion relation for X(p,q) for the root
vertex labeled r in these figures. For instance, if Eq. (2.8a)
is iterated several times, we obtain diagrams, some of
which are of the type shown in Fig. 4, where the sites con-
nected by dashed lines would have distinct neighboring
(unoccupied) perimeter bonds on the Cayley tree, giving
rise to a factor (1—p) . In contrast, on the hypercubic lat-
tice these two bonds are not distinct if the points shown

actually form a square and therefore give rise to a factor
1 —p. To correct this we include, in the Cayley-tree result,
the factor —(1—p) +(1—p) =p(1 —p). If we write

4=4O+54, (2.12)

where 4o is the Cayley-tree value of 4 given in Eq. (2.8),
then the sum of the contributions to 54 from the dia-

grams of Fig. 4, which we indicate by a superscript (4) on
54, is

[5@(X,q)]'"=4 p'q'[p(1 —p) l2

&& [1—p+pqX(p q)]" (2.13)

Here the factor (a —1) /2 is the number of ways a square
can be attached to the branch at site r. The factors p and

q are due to an addition from site r of three occupied
bonds and three occupied sites, respectively. The factor
1 —p+pqX(p, q) is added whenever there is a branch
which may be occupied [pqX(p, q)], or may not be occu-
pied (1—p). Note that the dashed bond in Fig. 4 must be
unoccupied in order for the diagram to have the topology
of Fig. 4. Thus the vertices "r," "a," "b," and "c," have,
respectively, o.—2, 0.—1, 0.—1, and o —1 bonds, which

may or may not be occupied. The factor p(1 —p) is the
correction factor described above Eq. (2.12).

Next we consider diagrams which cannot occur on the
Cayley tree, but which can occur on the hypercubic lat-
tice. These are of the type shown in Fig. 5. The contribu-
tion to 54 from this type of diagram, which we indicate
by a superscript (5) on 54&, is

(X,q )]( ~ = q p "[1—p+pq X((5i

(2.14)

The factors here are similar to those in Eq. (2.13).
Finally, we must subtract the contribution of diagrams

which can occur on the Cayley tree but whose topology
would be different on the hypercubic lattice. The dia-
grams are shown in Fig. 6. In diagram (i) of Fig. 6 the
vertices "d" and r coincide when the diagram is moved
from the Cayley tree to the hypercubic lattice. Similarly,
the vertices close to one another in the other diagrams
would coincide on the hypercubic lattice. We must now
determine the exponent of the factor 1 —p+pqX(p, q),
which is the total number of surrounding bonds which
may or may not be occupied, consistent with the topology
of the diagram. In diagram (i) vertices a, b, c, and d have,
respectively, o.—1, o.—1, o.—1, and o. such bonds. Vertex
r has only 0.—2 such bonds, because if the bond from r to
c were occupied, the diagram would be of the type (ii) in
the next panel. Thus the bond from r to c must be unoc-
cupied and carry a factor 1 —p. This overcounting diffi-
culty occurs for all types except (v), where no such restric-
tion need be imposed. The contribution to 54 from the
diagrams of Fig. 6, indicated by a superscript (6), is

2

[5C (X)](6) 0 1 4 4

2

&& I4(1—p)[1—p+qpX(p, q)]'

+ [1—p+qpX(p, q)]' ) . (2.15)

Thus,

2
p'q'[1 p+qpX(p, q)]"—'(0.—1)

X I4p(1 —p) —4pq(1 —p) [1—p+e»(p, q)]

+p pq[1 p+qPX(p q)] I (2.16)

We note that for q =1, X(p, l)=1 satisfies Eq. (2.8) be-
cause

54(X=1)=0, q =1 . (2.17)

(i v) (v)

rid

FIG. 6. Diagrams generated from the root vertex r whose
connectivity is different when the diagram is transferred from
the Cayley tree to the hypercubic lattice.

This check tests that we have correctly counted the dia-
grams involved.

In general, the calculation to higher order in 1/0 rapid-
ly becomes involved with the use of this method. Howev-
er, we can extend the results to order (1/0. ) for percola-
tion quite easily by carrying out the analogous calculation
where the added figure is a six-bond loop rather than a
four-bond loop. For an added six-bond loop, the factor
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54=2cr p q [1—p+qpX(p, q)]

&& [6p (I —p) —6pq(1 —p)[1—p+qp»(p q) l

+p pq[—1 p+—pqX(p q)]"'] . (2.18)

Note that Eq. (2.17) holds for this result. To find the per-
turbed singularity in X(p) we use Eq. (2.12) for 4 with 54
being the sum of the contributions written in Eqs. (2.16)
and (2.18). The calculation simplifies considerably be-
cause we only need evaluations of X(p, 1) for which Eq.
(2.9) is used. Evaluation of Eq. (2.11) yields

0=op, —1+ p, [ —4op, (1—p, ) —p, (o+1)](o—1)'
& 2 2

2

+2cr p, [—6op, (1—p, ) —p, (o + 1)], (2.19)

which gives, to order cr

(o.—1) /2 inust be replaced by the number of ways a six-
bond loop can be added at a given site. To leading order
in o this is 2o . Also, in the various places where 4 enters
in Eq. (2.16) one should replace the 4's by 6's. Thus, for
six-bonded insertions we have a contribution to 54 of

zero-energy eigenstates which (a) have nonzero amplitude
on the origin, and (b) cannot be decomposed into two or
more spatially disjoint zero-energy eigenfunctions. Since
the g which gives the maximum in Eq. (3.3) has equal am-
plitude on all sites on which it is nonvanishing, ' X(I o) is
simply the number of sites in I o covered by the maximal-
ly extended zero-energy eigenstate. Also, in Eq. (3.2),
P(I'o) is the probability for the formation of the cluster
I'o given by Eq. (2.1). This definition of X(p) must be
generalized when nonunimodular solutions result from the
maximization of Eq. (3.3), as happens on the hypercubic
lattice. However, to the order we consider here, we may
continue to use the definition of Eq. (3.3). Thus we are
led to consider the generating function

F(p, q) =QP(1'o)q (3.4)
I ()

so that Eq. (2.6) holds.
Before embarking on a general analysis we will illus-

trate the calculation of X(I o) for the cluster of occupied
bonds shown in Fig. 7. Recall that a zero-energy eigen-
function P(j) satisfies the equation

5 15opc=1+ + + '''
20 20

(2.20)
g&;,P(j)=o (3.5)

in agreement with the known results. We have been care-
ful in constructing Eq. (2.16) to get the exponents of the
factors 1 —p+qpX(p, q) correct. However if we had only
wanted the result in Eq. (2.30) to order cr, we would
only have had to evaluate the exponent to leading order in

o, in which case we could simply associate a factor X(p,q)
with each vertex. For the percolation problem the ap-
proach used here is not as efficient as the one used in Ref.
9. However, it will prove useful for the quantum-
percolation model introduced in the next section.

III. FORMULATION OF THE QUANTUM
PERCOLATION PROBLEM

In other words, for any given site i, the suin over the
values of the wave function on all neighboring sites con-
nected to site i by an occupied bond must vanish. Thus
for the diagram of Fig. 7 we see that any zero-energy
eigenfunction must vanish at sites 2, 5, and 10, if we apply
Eq. (3.5), taking i to be the sites at the end of a branch
(viz. , sites 1, 4, and 9). Next we use Eq. (3.5) taking i to be
sites 3, 6, and 11. Then we see that the zero-energy eigen-
function vanishes on sites 13, 7, and 12. Finally, we apply
Eq. (3.5) to sites 12 and 10, whereby we conclude that any
zero-energy eigenfunction vanishes on sites 11 and 9.
Thus, in the part of the diagram shown explicitly in Fig. 7
(i.e., in the region which is outside the open circle labeled

The model of localization we treat is governed by the
Hamiltonian' 4Esr

H g tjc(cc cj +cj ci )

(i,j)
(3.1) to

where (, ) indicates that the sum is restricted to pairs of
nearest-neighbor sites, each pair being counted once, and
each nearest-neighbor tj assumes the values t with proba-
bility p and 0 with probability 1 —p. A definition of a lo-
calization susceptibility per site X(p) for zero-energy
eigenstates for the Cayley tree is'7's

0 4L

12
4E 0

„7
X(p) =QP (I'o)X(l'o) (3.2) 0 2

where the sum is over all clusters I 0 which intersect the
origin, and X(I"o) is the susceptibility for the site at the
origin from the cluster I'o, defined by'

—1

X(r )=ma g ~y(&') ~4 (3.3)
i|:I'0

where the maximum has been taken over the manifold of

FIG. 7. Cluster of occupied bonds containing a node, site 13,
from which three chains emanate. Origin is in the part of the
cluster represented schematically by the circle labeled C. Sites 1,
3, 4, 6, 8, 9, and 11 are even and sites 2, 13, 5, 7, 10, and 12 are
odd. Sites where all zero-energy eigenfunctions must vanish are
labeled O.
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"C" and does not include the bond connecting C to site
13) there are five sites which can be covered by a zero-
energy eigenfunction which extends into the circle C.
This section can be characterized by a generating function

f (p, q) =p' (1—p)' ' q, where the factors are p' for
the 12 occupied bonds, (1—p)' ' for the 13o —12
unoccupied bonds emanating from sites 1, 2, . . . , 13, and

q for the five sites over which the wave function can
spread. Therefore this section of the diagram contributes
a factor off (p, q} to F(p, q) if the wave function can actu-
ally reach the origin located in C, or a factor f(p, 1) if the
wave function cannot reach the origin. This example
shows that we must keep track of how the wave function
spreads out from the origin.

The exact solution' ' ' ' for E(p, q) on the Cayley tree
is accomplished by a recursion relation siinilar to that of
Eq. (2.8). The recursion relation we seek should be such
that it represents the sum over all configurations required
in Eq. (3.4). As we build up the cluster by adding bonds
outwards from the origin, we will add up to 0 occupied
bonds at each boundary site. Thus we must consider the
2 choices for either occupying or not occupying each of
these 0 additional bonds. Also, we must include a factor
q, when a site is added, which can be covered by a zero-
energy eigenfunction which intersects the origin. To im-
pleinent this method of calculation we need to classify
sites as either "even" or "odd" depending on whether or
not they can be covered by the required zero-energy eigen-
function. In this connection recall the example of Fig. 7.
There, by working inward from the boundary we found
that any zero-energy eigenfunction must vanish on sites 2,
13, 6, 8, 10, and 12, and these we will call odd sites. The
other sites are even sites. After we finished working in-
wards to site 13, we subsequently determined that the
eigenfunction, in fact, must vanish on the entire branch
containing sites 9—13. This will always happen when two
odd sites (in this case, sites 12 and 13) are adjacent to one
another. It is convenient to take account of this "block-
ing" effect separately, so that our classification scheme
remains a simple one. The general method for classifying
sites is accomplished recursively as follows. We work in-
wards from the boundary towards the origin. All boun-
dary sites are classified as even. As we work inward a
given site i is classified as follows. Site i is even if all its
outer neighbors are odd, and it is odd if any of its outer
neighbors are even. Thus, along a chain, sites alternate be-
tween being even and odd. Now consider a node at site s,
i.e., a site which has more than one outer neighbor. In
particular consider the case when some of its outer neigh-
bors are even and some are odd. (Site 13 in Fig. 7 is an
example of such a node. ) Then the node is odd according
to our classification scheme. As the exainple in Fig. 7 il-

lustrates, the zero-energy eigenfunction intersecting the
origin vanishes on all branches which have an odd site ad-
jacent to the odd node at site s. For such a branch (e.g.,
sites 9—12 in Fig. 7), we should set q =1 since the wave
function cannot penetrate that branch.

Since the eigenfunction can only intersect the origin if
the orgin has all odd neighbors, the analog of Eq. (2.7) in
this case is

+V,q) =q[1—p+pX. ( q)l"" (3.6)

where X, (and later X,} is the contributing factor to
F(p, q) from an odd (and later even) vertex. Note that in
Eq. (3.6), X, (p, q) does not carry a factor q as it would in

analogy with Eq. (2.7). This absence is due to the fact
that the wave function vanishes on all odd vertices. To
construct the recursion relation for X we must consider
the 3 possible conformations as we add bonds to the clus-
ter. Each bond can either be (a) unoccupied, (b) occupied
and connected to an even site, or (c) occupied and connect-
ed to an odd site. Following this reasoning we find that
for the Cayley tree X obeys the recursion relations

@,(X)= [1—p+pX, (p q)] —X,(p,q) =0,
4,(X)=[1 p+q—pX, (p,q)+pX, (p, 1)] X,(p—,q)

(3.7a)

+ i ~ ~

FIG. 8. Schematic representation of the recursion relations,

Eq. (3.7). Here X denotes X,(p, q)+X, (p). The factors of q are
not represented here.

—[1—p+pX, (p, 1)] =0. (3.7b)

These relations are shown schematically in Fig. 8 and can
be understood as follows. Equation (3.7a) is logically
similar to Eq. (2.8) but we include no factor of q because
adding an odd site to the root vertex (which is even) does
not increase X(I 0), since the wave function vanishes on
the additional odd site. Also note that the expansion of
[1—p+pX, (p, q)] in powers of p yields all possible ran-
dom occupations of bonds such that only odd sites are
outside the site being classified. In Eq. (3.7b), for each
outgoing branch from an odd root vertex, we may add ei-
ther no site 1 —p, an odd site pX„or an even site pqX„
and only the latter carries a factor q. However, for the
vertex r to be an odd site, at least one even site must be
added; hence we subtract the last term in Eq. (3.7b). In
Eq. (3.7b) note that the X, (p, q)'s inside the square brack-
ets are evaluated at q =1 since they represent the oc-
currence of two adjacent odd sites which break the con-
nectivity of the eigenfunction. Also note that for q =1
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the quantity X, +X, satisfies the recursion relation for
pcl'colRtloil Rs expected. Tlllls, 111 allalogy witll Eq. (2.9)
%VC hSVC

[A(p)—+pqA(p, q) ] +A(p) =0. (3.10)

Following the argument leading to Eq. (2.11) we see that
X(p) has a singularity at a critical value of p, denoted p',
dCtCImiQCd by

aC(A)
(3.11)

aA(p, q)

For q =1,Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) lead to the relations

A(p)+pA(p) =1,
I =cr p A(p)

(3.12a)

(3.12b)

From these equations we find that p* is determined by'

1+(pe 2) —1 (pe )2/(0' —1 i (3.13)

For large cr this gives p" -a /IT, with a =1.42153. For p
QeMP' VrC haVe

(3.8}

where X(p)=X(p, 1). (This type of notation will be used
for other functions of p and q.) We use Eq. (3.7a) to elim-
inate X, in favor of X, and express Eq. (3.7b) in terms of
A(p, q} defined by

A(p, q)=1 —p+pX, {p,q) .

Thereby we find

A{p,q) —(1—p)

where I, is the critical fugacity for lattice animals or di-
lute branched polymers on a Cayley tree. 9'10 The relation
l3ctwccQ Ioc811XRtioQ I.Qd 18ttlcc RQlmR18 oQ 8 Csylcy tIcc
is explored in more detail in Appendix A, where it is
shomQ that

X(p) =X(p)+const' i p —p i

'i as p~p . (3.18)

IV. EVALUATION OP CORRECTIONS TO ORDER
rr 2 FOR QUANTUM PERCOLATION

In principle, the calculation of corrections to 4(X) to
order o follows along the lines of the previous calcula-
tion in Sec. II for percolation and we outline here only the
salient features of the calculation. For instance, we show
in Fig. 9 all possible labelings of the diagrams of Fig. 4
which contribute to 5III and the corresponding contribu-
tions to 54, and 5@0 are listed in Table I. To illustrate
the calculations we consider the contribution 5IIi, 2 from
diagram 3 of Fig. 9 to 54, . As noted above Eq. (2.12), we
include a factor p(1 —p) to adjust for the presence of a
common internal-perimeter bond (the dashed bond in the
figure}, also we include a factor (o —1) /2 for the number
of ways a square can be appended to the root vertex, a fac-
tor of 2 because the dashed bond can be placed in two
equivalent positions, and a factor q' because we have add-
ed one even site on which the wave function is nonzero.
For the vertices, beginning with the root verte~ and going
around the square in a clockwise direction, there are the
associated factols

X(p)-(p' p) ' as p~—(p') (3.14) 0 0 0 0 0 8

There are also singularities in X(p) at negative p.
These come from a singularity in A(p) which occurs
when, for q =1,Eq. (3.10) holds and

I I ~ Q I I ~ 8 Ii Q II Q

}8 8 10 0 0 0
,
8 8 ,Q

6
I

7'
,

8
l

9
I IOi II

I0 :: 0 :: 0 :- 8 :: 8

ae(A)
A

(3.15)
12

0 0

F1=1—m fA{p}+pA{p} j

F2 1+Irp A(p)——
(3.16a)

(3.16b)

These conditions hold for a certain value of p which we
denote p. Equation (3.15) yields FiF2 ——0, with 0 00 0

,
0 0

20 21
II 8 II 0e o

)8 19
I1 ioe

li
0

e- oo, e e oe o22, 23 24 25
I I —Q I I Q I I —Q i I

0 8 8 0

Scttlllg Fi =0 Rild llslilg Eq. (3.12R) gives p =p =IT
where possible nonanalytic behavior can occur due to the
formation of an infinite cluster at the critical percolation
concentration p, . (Actually, there is no nonanalytic
behavior in the localization susceptibility of the Cayley
tree at the critical percolation concentration. '

) In con-
junction with Eq. (3.12a) setting F2 ——0 gives a singularity
in X(p ) Rt p =p wltll

(3.17)

0 0
26 27 28 29 50

II—Q Ii—Q II—8 li Q II Q0 8 0 0 0

52 M 54 55
I I—8 I I—8 I I—0 I I 0 I I

o e e e e

o —oo —oe —oe —o o —e o —0o e 0 o e e
36 57 58 59 40 4t

O
'

O
'

0
"

e
"

O
"

e

FIG. 9. Enumeration of all ways to label the diagrams of
Figs. 4—6 which contribute to 5%. Solid circle in the lower left
vertex of each square is the root vertex r.
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I:1—p+PX. (p q) l
'

l l —p+pqX. (p q)+PX. (P) l
'

l l —P +PX.(p q) l

I [I—P+pqX. (P q)+PX. (P)l ' —[I—P +PX.(P)l

where again X(p) =X(p, 1), so that

&@,,s=P (I —P)(~—I)'P'q t:I—P+PX.(P q) l" '

XIl:I—P+pqX. (pq)+PX. (p)l ' —ll —P+PX.(p)l '[[1—P+35X.(pq)+PX. (p)l

=~'p'X. (p q)'X(p»q)X. (P,q),

(4.1)

(4.2a)

where

(4.3)X(p,q) =X,(p, q)+ X,(p)

As this example shows, to evaluate 54 for diagrams of
Figs. 4 and 6, one takes for a vertex one of the following
factors. (a) If the vertex is odd and is not followed in the
sequence from the root vertex by an even vertex, it carries
a factor X,(p, q) or X,(p, 1). (If an odd vertex is followed
by an odd vertex, then the tree attached to the vertex must
provide an even neighbor. In this case X, is needed. ) (b)
If the vertex is odd and is followed by an even vertex, then
it carries a factor X(p,q) or X(p, l). (c) If the vertex is

even, it carries a factor X, (p,q) or X,(p, l). The rule for
deciding whether or not to set q =1 is as follows: If the
wave function can propagate from the root vertex to the
vertex in question, one sets the second argument of X
equal to q, otherwise it is set equal to unity. Powers of q
can be omitted, but the q dependence of the X factors
must be kept track of in order to implement Eq. (3.11).

For the diagrams of Fig. 5, i.e., diagrams 12—17 of Fig.
9, a different procedure is needed. Here the labels of each
vertex are results of the structure of the tree attached to
that vertex, and have nothing to do with the sequence of
vertices from the root vertex. For a typical diagram of

TABLE I. Contributions to 5+, and 54, from diagrams I k of Fig. 9. Notation; Eq=X, (p, q),
E=X,(P), 0~=X,(p, q), O=X,(P), X~=X,(p, q)+X,(P), and X=X,(P)+X,(P). For diagrams 1 —17
we write 5@=0p 6, and for diagrams 18—41, we write 54= —0 p G.

EqOqO

Eq XqOq

0

OqO

OqOEX

EqXq

OqOEX

EqOqXqO

EqOqO

0
0

OqO

EqOqXqO

Eq XqEX

0
0

OqOEX

EqXqO

OqEqXq

2 EqOqO
2 2

2 OqO

2 OqEO

13 OqEqXqO

OqE O

2 OqE

18

20

24

EqOqO

EqOqOEX
0
0

OqO"

O, O'EX

O,X,E,O'

OqXqEqEX

O,O'EX

OqO EX
OqE X

28

30
32

34

OqEqO

OqEqXE

0
0
0

27

29

31

33

35

0

OqEqXq

0
0
0

XqEqO3

OqO EX

EqXqOEX

E3X2

36

38

2 EqOqO

3 2
TEq Xq

2 OqO

EqOqXqO

—OEX2
2

39
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the form of diagram 15 of Fig. 9 we label the vertices as
shown in Fig. 10(a). We write the equations for the am-

plitudes of a zero-energy eigenfunction surrounding each
vertex r, f, c, and a in turn as, C

e

g. +P =0 g&=0

Q„+f,+ps ——0,
Q, =0, gd =g/=0,
4.+4.=o

(4.4a)

(4Ab)

(4.4c)

(4Ad)

Thus gs =0, and we associate the factor X, (p, 1 ) with ver-
tex f. Since g, =0, we associate the factor X,(p, 1) with
vertex a. If vertex r is chosen to be even, then the wave
function can spread through site c and both sites r and c
carry a factor X,(p, q). Thus for diagram 15 of Fig. 9 we
have

(a)

5@,-X,(p, q)'X, (p)X, (p), (4.5) e
C

as listed in Table I. If vertex r is chosen to be odd, the
wave function cannot spread to site c, which therefore car-
ries a factor X,(p, 1). Note that Eqs. (4.4) do not force g,
to vanish. Thus for r to be an odd site, we must attach at
least one odd chain to it. So, when site r is odd, it carries
a factor X,(p, q). Thus, for diagram 15, we have

54, -X,(p, q)X, (p)'X, (p) . (4.6}

W. +6=o

4.+4.=0.

(4.7a)

(4.7b)

These are two independent equations and therefore any
eigenfunction, which has amplitude on all four vertices of
the square, must be a linear combination of g"' and 1t' ',
where

y
(&) 5 5 + . . . (4.8a}

Another complicated point concerns a diagram such as
17 of Fig. 9. Suppose only the root vertex has occupied
bonds attached to it, and let us label the vertices as in Fig.
10(b). Then the eigenvalue equations for zero energy lead
to

(b)
FIG. 10. Labeling of sites in diagrams 15 and 17 of Fig. 9.

For the sites on the corners of the square, the labels are given
outside the square and the classifications e {for even) and 0 (for
odd) are given inside the square. Solid circle in the lower left
vertex of each square is the root vertex r.

(4.8b)

where PI" extends into the rest of the cluster beyond the
root. We arbitrarily consider tt'" and f' ' to be disjoint.
Therefore 54, for diagram 17 of Fig. 9 is proportional to
X,(p, q) X,(p) (which corresponds to preventing the wave
function from covering sites a and c rather than to
X, (p, q) (as it would if we allowed the eigenfunction to
cover all sites on the square). Whether to call the wave
functions p"' and g' ' disjoint is really arbitrary. It will
affect slightly our estimate of p', but will not affect our
estimate of p at all. We record the results for 54 obtained
from Table I as follows:

5@,= I3X,(q)'X, (1)+2X,(q)X, (1)'+5X,(q)X, (q)'+2X, (1)X,(q)X, (1)

4

+X.(q)X, (1)[4X,(q)+2X, (1)]+2X,(1)X,(q)X,(1)+X,(q)X, (1) I
p a. X,(q)
2

—[3X,(q) X,(1) +2X, (q)X, (l) +4X, (q) X,(1)X,(q)+2X0(q) X, (q)

+2X,(q)X, (1)X,(1)[2X,(1)+X,(q)]+X,(q) [3X,(q) +2X,(q)X, (1)+2X,(1)z]

+4X, (q)X, (1)X,(q)X, (1)+4X,(q)X, (1)X,(1) +6X,(q)X, (q) X,(1)+3X,(q) X,(1) I p X,(q) . (4.9a)
2
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54, =I5X,(q)X, (1) +6X,(q) X,(1)X,(q)+7X, {q)X,(1) X,(1)+2X,(q)X, (1) X,(q)

+5X,{q) X,(q) +8X,(q)X, (1)X,(1) +2X,(1) X,(q)X, (1)+8X,(q)X, (1)X,(q)X, (1)

+7X.(q)X, (q)'X, (1)+2X,(q)X, (q)X, (1)'+X,(q)X, (1)'

+2X, (q)X, (1) [X,(1)+X,(q)+X, (1)]I o
2

—
I 5X0(q)X,{1) +3X,(q) X,(q)[2X,(1) +X,(q)X,(q)]+2X,(q)X, (1) [6X,(1)+X,(q)]

+2X, (1) X,(q)X, (1)+4X,(q) X,(1)X,(q)[X,(q)+X, (1)]

+5X.(q)X.(1)'X,(1)[2X,(q}+3X,(1)]+X,(q)'X, (q)[5X,(q)X, (1)+2X,(q)'+4X, (1)']

+X,(q)X, (1)X,(l)[6X,(q) +8X,(q)X, (1)+6X,(1) ]+4X,(1) X,(q)X, (1)

+X,(q)X, (1)[4X,(q) +2X,(q) X,(1)+4X,(q)X, (l)~+3X,(1)3]

+X,(1)X,(q)X, (1) [2X,(q)+4X, (1)]+2X,(q) X,(1) I p2
(4.9b)

[To save space in writing these long equations, we tem-
porarily used the abbreviations X(q) =X(p,q) and
X(1):—X(p, 1 ).]

The implementation of Eq. (3.11) including the pertur-
bation of Eqs. (4.9) is carried out symbolically in Appen-
dix 8. We now evaluate Eq. (810). With the use of Eqs.
(3.12), {3.8), and (3.9) we have

with b=3.42. Here we used p'o=1.42153 from Eq.
(3.13).

Next eve evaluate the analogous correction to p. Prom
Eq. (815) of Appendix 8 we have

(4.15)

X,(p)=(op*) ',
X,(p) = 1 —(op*)

for p near p*. Equation (4.9) then yields

(4.10b) 1
X,(p) =-

So

(4 10a) and when p =po, we have approximately

{4.16a)

5C, =5+.=" p*', ,',e 0
2 s( g)6

and using for p =p",

1 8
aA(p, q) p" aX, (p, q)+

(4.11)

1
(4.12)

gp' BX,(p, q)

I +ohio
X, (p) =

~So
(4.16b)

(4.17)

8[54,+op* 54, ] = [—(op*)'—2(op*)' —(op*)'
aA(p, q)

+(op')'+(op" )' , (op*)'——

Po

1 (3opo+5},
2g

withe= —(o —1) '/(o) = —1/(eo). Then
r

5p 1 3
5 ——

20. e

(4.18)

(4.19)

5+op Y] (op )

Then Eq. (810) becomes

e &
—7 —5;[(op*)'+3(op*)'

po 1+20@

+3(op*)'—2(op*)'+2(op')'

(4.13)
as compared to the result for lattice animals, '

r

V. CONCLUSION

(4.20}

+ —,
' (op*)'—op'+ —,

' ]

(4.14b)

We may summarize our work as follows.
(1) We have shown how to perturb the recursion rela-

tions for a Cayley tree to obtain corrections of order 0
due to square Ioops.

(2) We have obtained corrections to p', the critical con-
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centration, and for p, the location of the singularity on the Comparing Eqs. (A2) and (A4) we see that on the Cayley
negative, real concentration axis, for quantum percolation, tree quantum percolation and lattice animals are
as follows: equivalent if we set

P =Po 1+ ~ P=po 1+
O2 2o2

(5.1)

where the unperturbed values, denoted by the 0 subscript,
are given by Eqs. (3.13) and (3.17), and b given by Eq.
(4.14) is approximately 3.42.

(3) We have displayed (in Appendix A) the equivalence
(within mean-field theory) between lattice animals and
quantum percolation.
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—p=E. (A5)

4(A,P) = 1,
a4(A, P)

A

(A6a)

(A6b)

where Eq. (A6b) represents Fi ——0 from Eq. (3.16b). Ex-
panding Eq. (A6a) in powers of 5p =(p —P), we see that

or

(5A) -5p

A(p) —A(p ) +const X (p —p )
'

(A7a)

(A7b)

for p near p. Thus

We note here the behavior of X(p) for p near p. Since
the denominator in Eq. (2.10) is nonzero, the singularity in

X(p) will be the same as that in A(p). If we call the left-
hand side of Eq. (3.12a) 4(A), then at P,

A(p)+pA(p) =1 (Al)

APPENDIX A: RELATION BETWEEN LATTICE
ANIMALS AND QUANTUM PERCOLATION

Within mean-field theory, i.e., for the Cayley tree, we
have found that

X(p) -X(p )+const X (p —P)'/' .

APPENDIX 8: FIRST-ORDER CORRECTIONS
TOp AND p

(A8)

or

A(p) —1 = —p A(p)

In this appendix we evaluate the corrections to p* and p
of order 0 in terms of the perturbation in 54. We start

(A2) from the equations

For lattice animals on a Cayley tree, the recursion rela-
tion for the effective potential A is'

&.(P q) =[I—P+P&.(p q)l +5~'.

&.(p q)=[.1 —p+qp&. (p q)+p&. (p 1)]

(8 la)

3 =E(1+/I), (A3) —[1—p+p~. (p q)] +5~'. (Bib)

8 —1=KB (A4)
I

where IC is the fugacity for bond formation. If we set
A =8 —1, then we have We solve Eq. (Bla) for X,(p, q) and substitute the result

into Eq. (Blb), which we write in terms of A(p, q) defined
in Eq. (3.9). To first order in 54 we obtain

4(A)= ' —[A(p, l)+qpA(p, q) ] +A(p, l) —Oqp[A(p, l)+qpA(p, q) ] '54, —M&, =0.A(p, q) —(I —p)

We first calculate the corrections to p*. For this purpose we set a@(A)/aA(p, q) =0, so that

2 cr—1
a5e, a5e.

~'P«p) '[«P)+P«P) ] ' ~P[«P)+P«P) ]
aA(p, q) aA(p, q)

o(o 1)p A—(p) '[—A(p)+A(p) ] 54, =0 . (83)

Thus to locate p* we have to solve Eqs. (82) and (83),
which we write as

+o(A,P) = P —[A(p)+pA(p) ] +A(p)
A(p) —(1—p)

with
y1 ——5N, +OP54, ,

, a5e. a5e,'
aA(, ,) +'aA(p, ,)

+5~

(85a)

(85b)

(84a)

q'0(A, P) =——0' pA(p) '[A(p)+pA(p) ] '=cry&,
1 2

(84b) A=Ap+5A, (B6a)

where we evaluated y1 and y2 for the unperturbed values
of p* and A and worked to leading order in I/cr. The
solution to Eqs. (84) is of the form
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P =So +&P

where Ao and po are the solutions for 54=0 given in Sec.
III. We write (81 la)@o(A,p) = il i,

(86b) Now we consider the corrections to p due to 54. In this
case we must solve

5~'o 5C'o
@o(A p) =+o(Ao po )+ 5A+ 5p

Bp

and similarly for %o. We find that Eq. (84) becomes

[1—(o'po ) ]5A+ [(&po )
' —1]5p' =&(p*o)'r i

(87)

(88a)

B@o
(A,p) =i)2, (81 lb)

where q2 will not be needed explicitly and g&
——54o+

op54, evaluated at p =po As. before, we write the solu-
tion as Eq. (86a) and

[1+2(ohio )]5A+ 2+ —5p' = —o(p'o) 7'2 . (BSb) P =Po+5P (812)

In obtaining these equations we used

2 Q 1
Ao —1 = ——in(op'o) =-

&to
(89)

which follows by analyzing Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) for large
o. Thus we find

5@o

5p
5p=ni .

We evaluate 5@o/5p at p =p and obtain

(813)

Because of Eq. (Bllb) the expansion of Eq. (Blla) is of
the form

5p po
&Po e

P o &+2&1 o

a(5e. +~p',5e, )—(1+~p'o)
Ap, g

(810)

5p o'Po
(54o+opo 54, ) .

Po 1 ~to

Since 5@o+54,=0 for q = 1, we have

=~@,5e, .
Po

(814)

(815)
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